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INTERLEVEL TRANSFER NECHANISNS AND THEIR APPLICATIOii TO GRMERS

J. C. Sol-
Los Alamoa National Laboratory, km Alamos N.Ff. 87545

ABSTRACT

Within the gamma-ray laser (GRASER) research comunity, much
attention is being given to two-step schemes that store ●nergy in
a long-lived isomeric state and achieve laaing by transferring
population to a short-lived state. Because the electron aysitem
exhibits large ❑ultipole moments and ia in the near field of the

~’JJJnue s, it can be used a6 an intermediate mechanism for trans-
ferring energy, angular momentum, and parity change, Two distinct
electron-nucleus interaction ❑echanisms are discussed: (1) reso-
nant ●lectronic transitions and (2) collective outer-shell excita-
tions .

INTRODUCTION

For nearly two decades, reaearchersi have been proposing
GRASERS using interlevel transer. The long-lived isomer would be
separated and concentrated by laser2 or radio-chemical meanaa and
implanted i~ a heat cqstal. If rapid interlevel transfer can be
accomplished, 8uperradiance will develop and produce an intense,
highly directed burst of ~emicoherent gamma radiation. Calcula-
tions suggest that a GRASER using the Hdaabauer ●nd Borrmann
effects in a perfect cryntal can be auperradiant with ●s few ●m
101s active nl.lclei~”.

Direct interlevel transfer can clearly be accomplished: it

ia the basia of ?ltissbauer ●pectroacopy. However, it becotses
difficult at long wave lengthe because linewidtia ● re veq
nsrrrlw and we caor.ot transfer radidly ●nough for ●uperrad!,ance.
A~suming Lhey obey the Weiaskopf formula, low-energy tranaitio~

ratea go like (AE)2L+1, where L ia the multipolarity,
instance,

For
●? H2 transition at AE = 100eV, would have a ltn?width

~f about 10 l’Hz.
El?ctronAc transition, on the other hand, have much larger

multipole ❑oments and much broader reaonancea. Therefore, we
propose to ●xcite ❑ixed nuclear-electronic ttansitiona ❑ade
pomsible by the near-field interaction.

RESONANTELECTRONICTRANSITIONS

ThiB technique uses ● laaer to eject ●n electron selected so
the most probably transition to fill Itm hole im resonmnt with the
nuclear lnterlevel-trannfer transition ●nd hL,s the correct multi-
polarity ●nd parity, The process is identical to NEETIB. The
technique lacka ●nersy efficiency because tbe ●nergy to
create the hole will 8enerally ●xceed the interlevel transfer



energy. A substantial fraction of the wasted ●ntr~ will be
deponited in the lmttice ●ud @air the Hdssbauer ●nd Borrman
●ffects. Furthermore, Auger and Coster-Kronig transitions are ●lso
near-field ●ffects ●nd c~ete with the interlevel transfer.

To ●ssess the feasibility of this mechanism, we obtained
Analytic solutions for interlevel trannfer probability ●stiuming
hydrogenic ●lectron wavefunctiono, ●nd ●lso obtained numerical
results using a Hartree-Fock ●lgorithm for the ●lectrons ●nd a
modified ❑uonic atom code* for the electron-nucleus interaction.

Comparison of analytic and numerical results show that the
order of magnitude of the interlevel transfer probability in

(K2A)2L/3 ~L+,

P =K
I riui+rf) (1)

whers B i6 the binding ●nergy of the electron hole, A ie atomic
weight, ~i and rf are the initial and final ●lectronic lineWidth6,

-15 ●v-3;2
and the constants K1 = leV ●nd K2 = 10 . Some salient
features of Eq. (1) are: (1) t.ranaitiona with higher binding
energy are favored, but such transitions of higher Z atoms are
~reatly broadened owing to the abundance of electrons in the near
field; and (2) lower multipolaritiea ●re strongly favored owing to
the magnitude of K .

$

The first feature would favor light nuclei,
which unfortunate would be unlikely tn display isomerism or
clobely spaced levels. The second feature placeo some limitation
on the ratio of lifetimes between the storage ●nd the upper laaing
ntate. For ● dipole transition, the lifetime ratio doe- not
●xceed 106, ●xcept for the unlikely circumstance of ● forbidden
transition between the storage and lower lasing state. b alter-
native i~ to ●rrange for ●n intermediate tranmfer atate between
the storage ●nd upper lacing level and thereby ●ffect ● quadrnpole
tran~ition by two successive dipole tranaitiona. The likelihood
of such ● favorable constellation of states in ●lso tmall.

A numerical -earth of ●lectronic configurations revealed a
few atomo that may ●upport interlevel transfer if there were an
appropriate coincidence with nuclear leveln, One of the-e 10
24Mg, which h.s no known nuclear-lev~l coincidence, but im highly
deformed. We considered ● 2S+ hole :illed+by the 2P electron
with transition of the nucleus from 1 ito O at the sa ● ●nergy.
The dominant broadening for both states in Auger effect, which
gives 8.&mV for the 2S ●nd 0.6mV for the 2P . The transition
energy 18 only 38eV. tT~ matrix ●lement for th transit~on from
numerical calculation is 1.4mV for one Weis~kopf unit, which leads
to an interleve? trancfer probability of ~bout 3%. This may be
sufficient for gama-ray laaing if ●ll other condition were
favorable,



Transition rates can be greatly ●nhanced if ●everal ●lectrons
●ct collectively to drive ● nuclear interlevel transfer. For
●xample, if 10 ●lectrons were involved, the ●atrix ●lement would
be 10 times larger, and the transition rate would be 100 tl.mem
larger. Furthermore, if collective ●xcitation ● re generated by
multiple photon absorption, ● low-quantum-energy laaer can be used
to drive ● high-quantum-energy interlevel transfer7,a. The
aimultaneoua ●bso~tion of ●s many ●s 99 photons have been re-
ported for 6.4eV radiation in uraniume. Because reasonably low
energy quadrapole transitions are known in nuclei ●nd the quad-
rapole transition rates generally ●xceed those ●xpected from tbc
single particle ❑odel, it would be ●dvantageous if the collective
outershell ●xcitations had a substantial quadrapole component.
This should be Straightfomard to calculate tIy atandaxd numerical
techniques. Lacking such calculations, but judging from exper-
ience with the liquid-drop model, we would conjecture that as ❑uch
as half the excitation energy could be quadrapole oacillaticns.

To ●stimate the matrix elements for coupling between the
collective excitations ●nd the nucleus, we simply sum over the N
electrons that are actins coherently, The near-f+eld interaction
Hamilton:lan is:

2

zH’=-n ‘e+ , (2)
● 1; re In-

asouming the magnetic interaction ia small.
If we knew the initial ●nd final ●lectron ●nd nucleus wave-

functiona *ei,
%’ ‘“ni ‘ ‘nf ‘ ‘e

could find the interaction ❑atrix
elemefit by expa ding the HamiltonIan in spherical harmonf,cs,

x rV;i YJ9e,$e) re
-L-1 ~

ef d flere2dre ,
0

where we have ignored the contribution for the electron vave-
tunctions inside the nucleus. A rou@ ●stimate can be obtained by
Suessing the radial matrix ●lements ●nd ●ssuming the N ●lectrons
●ct in perfect coherence.



●

4nN2e
E’ =-— <r><r-L-1 >

2L+1 e
(4)

For a uran~~ nucleus, r S 7.5 x 10-ls cm,- but it iS highly
deformed, so we could estim~e <r2> S 7.5 x 10 24. An estimate of
the rqdius of the collectively %xcited ●lectron shell might be
s x 10 12. If we say that 10 electrons act collectively, the
quadrapole matrix element is about 40eV. Furthermore, if we found
an appropriate dipole transition for the same nucleus, the matrix
element would be about 2KeV. These are large interaction
energies. At this time we have no estimates of the corresponding
linewidths, but it seems reasonable that interlevel transfer
probabilities will be substantial. The most serious questioD is
whether Mossbauer and Borrmam effect can be maintained with the
laser intensities required for collective excitation. Certainly a
traveling wave transfer scheme will be necessary.

The strong coupling suggest~ that nuclear transitions may
provide a sensitive probe of collective electron excitation,
especially for determining their total energy and multipolarity.
The broad range of possible experiments may usher in a new era of
whole-atom physics.
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